La Torre Sales Will Close Tomorrow

College Annual Will Sponsor Sport Dance Friday Night

YEAR BOOK FINEST
IN SCHOOL HISTORY

"CHARACTERISTIC" Section
WILL PROVE ONE OF GREATEST INTEREST

H. MINNSEN BUYS LA TORRE EVERY YEAR

I have had a La Torre every year since I have been at San Jose. I find them excellent books for my library. Every year and then I take one from the shelf. How the campus and its personalities change, which has happened to the shelter fellow who was H. F. Minnson book in 1937. Earnestly, every student should be interested in having a copy of each La Torre published while he
is in school.

H. F. MINNSEN

"La Torre every year for three years.

H. MINNSEN BUYS LA TORRE EVERY YEAR

The orchestra that played for the Student Loan Fund assembly, will furnish the music. The orchestra was produced following summer's successful selling of tickets, which was attended by the Loan Fund program.

4.50., will be limited in tickets of colored ribbons, representing the five different shades of color, which the book is featuring.

ORDER YOUR LA TORRE

Dr. MacQuarrie Once
Wore Butterfly Tie

Get a La Torre now and it will prove a lifetime treasure to you. Probably no annual in the state contains as much worthwhile work. If your picture is in it, so much the better, for you'll laugh at it many times in the years to come. If it isn't, you should get one anyway, for you'll then have a chance to laugh at the pictures of your friends. I wonder if you'll change your mind in thirty years as I have. I can hardly believe it, but I was tall and slim once. I wore a culotte about three inches above my knees when I graduated, and a butterfly tie! Ha, ha!
It seems that life has been a great deal of critical of this paper in that certain prudish readers, while it has, haven't gotten so far along in their literary education to know the difference between yellow sheet and a long needed start of some good unexpurgated college period. Perhaps they would lay off the gretinie attitudes in the yearbook, the horror of forming habits that like the above, might help to stimulate more interest in our campuses. Last year there was a great deal more of the editorial section about the lack of spirit in the college. It has struck me particularly that during the so-called era of cut and paste, which has been very little said about the fear of that pop on the campus. It has been hard to take the bad taste of an honest opinion out of their mouth. The personal membership on the critical end bare been liberal enough, and wise enough to understand how it is. And I only hope that somebody has enough nerve to come out with their opinion about the many, that so many young women, and the people in charge of this college, than the usual. The girls who ride out on "Bad Girl," Fox, of course, will use Sally Ellers and Jimmie Davis in public in roles again.

Verna Delmar has written a new song, "The Barrett of Wimpole Street," has already been made by two at San Jose State and the others will be ready. The girl lurches in 'Giantess' and 'It' tonight. Not forget to ask the conductor before you get on the train does the engineer know the way real well.

The hairs is laying just fine but Bida's milk has been blue for quite some time. I guess more of all you just a growing boy. My, won't you and me be proud of our educated son. Please write soon. Says to tell not get to baffled and don't forget you have a glass of your voice and smoke cigarettes. Your loving MA.

The little girl with the hat, wide blue eyes and laugh.

Oh well, I'm tired of looking in the typical blind day for you. Have at her gentlemen, 1954 is much, much less than 200 hundred, not even a gnat or a speck of any which is in no wise to entertain, to a sweet.

In addition to these attractions she has a ravishing, warm sentiment, voice, and the teeth and two.

Have at her gentlemen; I never stand in the little huts in the old training field and I feel a feeling. I could play in spite of my masculine attributes. And James Clancy, would be more than very much in that I would even charge admission, a practice which I hardly believe. I am a gentleman and have a gentlemanly aim.
Senior Leaders Guarded as Juniors
Attempt To Spike Plan for Successful
1932 Senior Sneak Day Celebration

Dr. Peterson says La Torre Nears Perfection

Senior Sneak Day has been temporarily jeopardized by the Junior interference as the Times goes to press.

The time of the kidnapping of three Juniors by Hamburger Jack has been putting up an attack that has been at a standstill for some time.

The Senior leaders have been surrounded by heavy body guards for the last twenty-four hours to escape abduction.

Horning Disabled

Student Body President John Horning, Joe Doug, and Jerry Hindry are at present disabled because of lack of intent on part of their opponents.

This is the first time in the history of the school that the Senior class has attempted to hold the Junior Horning Day may not be a Senior success.

The Times will carry a complete story in its next issue.

Bibliophile Hold Picnic at Alum Rock

Le Bibliophiles will have a pic- nic in Alum Rock Park at 5 p.m. Thursday. All those who intend to go should sign up in room 122 immediately. The conveniences will have from in front of the public library on the corner of 4th and San Fernando streets. A fee of 25c will be collected on signing up.

ORDER YOUR La Torre

Late Will Not Enter

Festive Float in the Fiesta

The Executive Board of Asso- ciated Students has unanimously adopted the decision to enter a float in this year’s Fiesta. Yesterday’s meeting was called to order by President Horning announced that State would again participate in the annual event, even if the float is not there; such is contrary to fact.

La Torre Sales Close

(Continued from Page One)

1,000 pictures.
2,052 pages.
36 pounds of silk.
2,250 feet of thread.

The La Torre of Leading Material
You may not recognize it, but the above material will be in this La Torre. Besides having beautiful and original material within its pages, your La Torre will contain the story of a physical nature that will stand up for many years. Just the right properties to worth your investment, without considering the beautiful art-work, and picture

ORDER YOUR LA TORRE

True friends visit us in prosper- ity, only when invited, but in ad- versity they prove the real invitat

A bust of LaFayette has been presented to New York University.
HUGHIE PROVES A DARK HORSE IN DRIVING EXHIBITION

Showing potentials of developing into a powerful squad, State men won Tuesday afternoon honors in the annual San Francisco-Band-Franklin collegiate contest, State proved to be no set-up for the Menlo swimmers.

Especially outstanding for San Jose was the performance of Drey-ter in the 150-yard medley. He also took second in the 220-yard dash, and participated in the 200-yard relay. Hughie surprised by capturing the fancy driving honors over.

Platt showed up better in competition than he ever has in practice and eclipsed Bies from his 220-yard time. He has been improving all the time, and will be a better swimmer in the future.

Out of fairness to Dave Lynn, who was expected to place higher, it must be said that he was slowed down by illness. Watch him in the next contest.

State is a swimming team who would be a far better swimmer in the next meet. He has not been out for the squad long, and is out of condition.

The outstanding performers for Menlo were Godman and Van Saltza. Godman won the 100-yard free, with a time of 51.9 seconds, and was one of the men on the winning 220-yard relay team, which was second in the 100-yard back stroke, and third in the 200-yard medley.

Van Saltza took the 50-yard dash and swam in the 220-yard relay, which Menlo also won.

Coons Walker, taking in consideration the first meet of the season, the whole team's first, is satisfied with the squad's performance under Bies. It can be seen that it is the best improvement as the men are getting it now.

The officials of the meet were: Thornton Fox, starter; Ewino Blesh, ref.; Bob Farnsworth, officials; Mr. Biller; Mr. Chen and Walt Crawford, timers; Erwin Clay, Roy Knowles, and C. Coover, judging dolls; Weld Benton, scorer; and Charles Walker, clerk.

A return match is scheduled for May 23, Wednesday, at Mendel J. C., and Coons Walker expects the conditioning and experience obtained Tuesday to greatly improve the team.

The same events will be run off next Wednesday at Mendel, with the exception of the medley relay. The 100-yard dash, and the 220-yard dash, which will be cut to 21 seconds, and the 50-yard dash, which will be held from a one-meter board instead of two meters.

The results of the events were: 220-yard dash—Godman (M); Drey-ter (M); Platt (S); Item (M); Time: 23.4

50-yard dash—Van Saltza (M); Clark (S); Time: 23.8

100-yard dash—Platt (M); Wright (S); Time: 1.23.7

100-yard medley—Drey-ter (S); Godman (M); Wright (S); Time: 1:20.8

100-yard back-stroke—Glayburg (M); Time: 1:23.8

State Graduate Honored In Showing of "Latin Women"

Mrs. Lylveo M. Fourtane of San Francisco, who will be remembered by her former San Jose classmates as Miss Mabel L. Lawson, has won recognition in the field of art. Her recent picture, "Latin Women," which was accepted for exhibit at the annual Berkeley art exhibition, was voted into a group of pictures best by those who visited the gallery.

Another painting of her's that appeared in the annual San Francisco art exhibition, which oped in the Palace of the Legion of Honor, and was portrayed entitled "Italian Girl."

Mrs. Fourtane, who has been enrolled by college authorities in the American Women Artists' Association, has given up her position in the San Francisco art school and will devote herself exclusively to painting.

As a student in San Jose State she majored in art. She was affiliated with the class of 1932, and will continue in her new field the next contest. Scofield in the 50-yard dash; and Van Saltza in the 151-yard dash, and participated in the 200-yard relay.

Week in the nest contest. Scofield in the 50-yard dash; and Van Saltza in the 151-yard dash, and participated in the 200-yard relay.

Mr. and Mrs. John Higuchi are the parents of Miss Betty Higuchi, a senior at San Jose State College. Nothing has been heard from her for three months, and the Higuchi's suffered a great deal of anxiety. After a search was made, it was discovered that she had gone to Hawaii to live with relatives, and that she is well and happy.

The Los Angeles Athletic Club was declared the winner over U. C. L. A. in a high jump decision. The "Lido" Rosen was named a "M. A. C. Man of the Day," and was given a stirring ovation by the Bays.

The relay was the story of the day, when they tried to find ways to beat the Bays. For first, it was found that there was no such animal. Furthermore, there seems to be a rule where decisions that written down can not be changed. So a.myther was won from the "Lido" Rosen.

Not until now, U. C. L. A. will refuse to enter the finals in the future unless they can meet the decision, and the "Lido" Rosen will refuse to do anything different. In all, the Los Angeles Relays be heavy, we^

State students are awaiting the inundation of the new football system to be performed by the brain and brawn of Bud Du

Philosophies

(Continued from Page Two)

Some of the exceptions include an ovation in graduated assignments. Others are too insensitive to feel the sting of failure. The red-trodden courses are easy enough to keep up to the front pages filled with lurid suicide anecdotes and absurd stories and to admit defeat.

Discontent in writing such as cocked the Bay Region last month should not be unattempted bored, unless we can either face it or admit defeat.
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